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East of  Elsewhere is pleased to present Mouhammad Mouselli’s first exhibition in Berlin, In limbo, flower is 
cloud, and coffee doesn’t have to go. The exhibition takes its name from Mouselli’s ekphrastic poem, one of  his 
first in English. In limbo consists of  nine small and three large watercolor and charcoal works on paper, as 
well as two digital drawings displayed on televisions. 

Whimsical oblong shapes shift in pale pink, green and violet water colors. Charcoal shading mimics this 
movement. The shapes seem to gravitate towards each other, forming floating ecosystems. Rounded lines 
and circles overlap and enclose in an an embracing gesture. Looking at these drawings is akin to watching 
shape shifting clouds. The works seem to almost drift around the gallery’s single room, hung above and 
below eye level. The show also stages a playful confrontation between mediums. As the televisions 
confront the wall works that gaze down from above, the works offer two modes of  exploring color and 
space.   

An ambivalence also hovers throughout In limbo. There is freedom in floating, but also the latent 
uncertainty and inertia of  limbo. In describing his practice, Mouselli touches on a similar ambivalence as 
he calls art the thing that first made him happy, but also describes it as the one serious thing. While these 
works seem to invoke a meandering daydream, Mouselli works with grit, exploring the means of  
expression available to him. 

Mouhammad Mouselli (b. 1989) is a Syrian visual artist. He studied Sculpture at the Faculty of  Fine Arts 
in Damascus. He is the visual artist for Berlin-based band The Last Postman. He lives and works in Berlin. 
A digital catalogue will be available as a companion to this exhibition. 
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